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	Intelligent systems can take many forms. Natural-language translation systems,

	computer chess games, robotics applications, vision- and speech-recognition

	systems, neural networks, and knowledge-based or expert systems are all special

	types of intelligent systems. What each of these systems offers to a varying

	degree is the ability to represent artificially the human mind at work. In

	attempting to replicate human intelligence, these programs often strive to

	manipulate vast amounts of information, to offer some degree of problemsolving

	ability, and to augment a human's ability to connect both information

	and concepts in nonlinear ways.





	In this book, we focus primarily on intelligent systems that are based on

	the integration of expert systems, hypermedia, and data-base technologies, for

	together they offer a rich environment for creating computer applications that

	can increase productivity enormously and act as intelligent assistants. Furthermore,

	though hypermedia and expert systems technologies date back thirty or

	more years as independent technologies, it has only been in the last two or

	three years that their paths have fully converged, offering system developers a

	flexible environment that takes advantage of existing information and data. In

	Appendix A we describe a brief history of how expert systems and hypermedia

	evolved independently and then finally merged in the mid-1980s.
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Computer Game Developer (Weird Careers in Science)Chelsea House Publications, 2005
Explore the training needed to become a computer game developer, a lucrative and exciting career. Also gives readers a chance to examine how computer games are created - from an idea to a finished product. Ages 12+

WICKED2 TWINS HAVE INVADED the island home of Crash Bandicoot, revealing their plans to enslave Crash and hisfriends and...
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Virtual Vixens: 3D Character Modeling and Scene PlacementFocal Press, 2007
Features software workshops for 3ds Max, Maya, CINEMA 4D, Lightwave, and Softimage XSI.

Hot, hotter, hottest. See how todays leading modeling artists create 3D characters that sizzle and get the techniques youll need to create your own virtual vixens.

Steven Stahlberg, Liam Kemp, Marco Patrito, and Sze Jones from Blur Studio...
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Reliability, Quality, and Safety for EngineersCRC Press, 2004
The author includes numerous examples, problems, and solutions to test the reader's comprehension. He also lists important journals, organizations, standards, and books for further study, creating a comprehensive resource for design, system, safety and manufacturing engineers as well as reliability specialists and quality assurance professionals....
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Design Technologies for Green and Sustainable Computing SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book provides a comprehensive guide to the design of sustainable and green computing systems (GSC).  Coverage includes important breakthroughs in various aspects of GSC, including multi-core architectures, interconnection technology, data centers, high performance computing (HPC), and sensor networks.  The authors address the...
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How to Succeed in Business Using LinkedIn: Making Connections and Capturing Opportunities on the World's #1 Business Networking SiteAMACOM, 2008

	You may have heard about social networking sites on the Web. If you view a list of social
	networking Web sites (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_social_networking_
	websites) on Wikipedia, a popular reference site, you will see links to more than 100
	networking sites, available from around the world and catering to every taste. The...
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Brokers of Modernity: East Central Europe and the Rise of Modernist Architects, 1910–1950Leuven University Press, 2019

	
		The first half of the twentieth century witnessed the rise of modernist architects. Brokers of Modernity reveals how East Central Europe turned into one of the re-eminent testing grounds of the new belief system of modernism. By combining the internationalism of the CIAM organization and the modernising aspirations of the new...
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